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This research analyzes the meaning of sadness symbol into a message in the twelve lyrics of an English song by Michael Buble in It's Time album. This research uses Charles Sanders Pierce's theory of symbols in literary works. Researcher found some data of sadness symbol from song lyrics contained sadness such as feeling abandoned, hurt, disappointed, and depressed. Researcher used a descriptive method to find the results of the research. The data in this research are obtained from lyrics in It's Time album. It shows a sadness as a message that can be analyzed from the song lyrics sourced on the analysis of symbols of sadness. Sadness lyrics in "It's Time" album is like a picture of solitude in "Feeling Good", "A Foggy Day", "You Do not Know Me", "Quando, Quando, Quando", "Home", "The More I See You "," Save The Last Dance For Me "," Try A Little Tenderness "," How Sweet It Is, "" Song For You "," I've Got You Under My Skin "," You And I ".

The researcher find the meaning of sadness symbol contained in the lyrics of Michael Buble's song in the album It's Time. The description of the sadness present as a message has been analyzed using the symbolic theory in song lyrics and sadness in the song's lyrics such as feelings of hurt, feelings of disappointment, hurt feelings, feeling abandoned, and feelings of depression.